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illustrated.1872 Excerpt: ... DIVISION II. THE INTELLECTUAL ATTRIBUTES. PART I.
Proposition. The Simple, Sole, Being of Infinity of Expansion and of Duration, is, necessarily,
Intelligent, and All-knowing. Prolegomena. Â§ 1. To try to define Intelligence, would be a
vain effort. That which Consciousness, directly and always, testifies, while thought goes on, is
best evidenced by Consciousness itself. Thought is best explained by being left without
endeavour at explanation. Â§ 2. The same holds with regard to knowing. What to know is, or
essentially involves, is best come at by keeping silence to the outward ear, and letting the
voices within be alone heard. Â§ 3. If you understand wherein Intelligence, Thought,
Consciousness, Knowledge, as subjective, or without reference to aught beyond the mind
itself, consists,--farther than Consciousness itself doth immediately testify; thrice happy and
fortunate, as well as most peculiar, are you, whoever you be. If, however, none of us can
ascend higher up, or go farther in, than the testimony itself of Consciousness; tis because the
secret in the Cogito is the ultimate to us all. Demonstration. Â§ 1. Now, that the Simple, Sole,
Being of Infinity of Expansion, and of Duration, is Intelligent, will not be a thing very difficult
to demonstrate. For Intelligence either began to be, or it never began to be. Â§ 2. That it,
absolutely speaking, never began to be, is evident in this, that if it began to be, in the sense of
there never having been any Intelligence whatever before, it must have had a cause; for,
Whatever begins to be must have a cause. And the cause of Intelligence must be of
Intelligence; for, there having been no Intelligence whatever before, What is not of
Intelligence cannot make Intelligence begin to be. Therefore...
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